Rally Wedges
renewable lounge

64455 Outside Wedge

64550 Wedge Table

64454 Inside Wedge

Allow your best ideas to take shape with Rally Wedges. Perfectly dimensioned to work with the full
line of Rally products, Wedges add extra flexibility to create fun, unique configurations that fit any
space on campus, from small nooks to large study areas and lobbies.
Inside and outside chairs combined with reversible tables and ottomans provide endless configuration possibilities
Table top surfaces with optional power provide functional work areas
Ganging available to keep pieces aligned
Four foot options including sled base
Featuring the same level of comfort and renewability as the full Rally line of products
Standard moisture barrier protects cushion from spills
GREENGUARD® Certified for low chemical emissions UL.COM/GG UL 2818*
Covered by a 25-year warranty

Rally Wedges renewable lounge
Product
Number

Product
Description

64454

Width

Depth

Height

Weight

Inside Wedge Chair, 30°

18"-34"

30"

31"

45 lb.

64455

Outside Wedge Chair, 30°

18"-34"

30"

31"

40 lb.

64-WG-OT

Wedge Ottoman, 30°

18"-34"

30"

18"

45 lb.

64550

Wedge Table, 30°

18"-34"

30"

26"

55 lb.

64455 Outside
Wedge Chair

64454
Inside Wedge Chair

foot and leg options

Wood
Foot

Square
Metal Leg

64-WG-OT
Wedge Ottoman

top options

Round
Metal Leg

Sled
Base

Options

Feet are offered in wood (maple or oak), metal and sled base. Top surfaces are
offered in upholstered or thermoformed table tops.

Backs

The frame consists of 3/8” plywood covered with moleculon urethane foam with
a thickness of 5” and 20 lb IFD. The mid-back option adds 4” to the height of
the chair and COM yardage increases by .25 yards per chair.

Base Frame

Low Table Top

64550 Wedge Table
shown with optional
power supply

back options

Standard Back Height

Mid-Back Height

COM

Customer’s Own Material is estimated yardage based on 54” wide, solid-color
fabric. Actual required yardage may vary depending on special instructions
for matching direction of pattern. A sample must be submitted to determine
actual yardage needed and any additional up- charge.

Moisture Barrier

Sauder laminates a waterproof polyurethane membrane to the polymeric
urethane foam on the seat. It is waterproof, mildew-proof, and washable.

The frame consists of 3/4” and 3/8” plywood and poplar onto which webbing
is stretched to create a live seat. There is a 1/2”, 45 lb urethane foam wrapped
around the exterior of the base, with the exception of the sides which are
wrapped in 3/4” foam.

Cal TB 133 Specifications

Seat

All major components are assembled and disassembled with no threaded
fasteners. Instead, they are secured by means of hidden interlocking metal
fasteners that do not require a tool to engage or disengage. Ottoman and table
require minimal use of a 3/16” hex wrench.

Seat cushion core is 3.5” thickness and 29 lb IFD of moleculon urethane foam.

Table Top Surfaces

Table surfaces on the table and ottoman are offered in thermoform. Thermoform
is fire resistant and also has a high resistance to impact, chemicals and cleaning
agents.

Power

Durable die-cast construction. UL listed with two 120V outlets or one USB and
one 120V outlet. Both options have a 12 foot pigtail. Power units are not tamper
resistant. Specify in black or silver.

Ganging Device

Units are ganged with polyester strapping that latches with a steel over-center
buckle. Buckle may be locked with optional threaded fastener. Units can only
be ganged from the angled sides, not front or rear.

All seating products can pass Cal TB 133 when appropriate materials are
specified.

Assembly and Disassembly

Warranty

This product is warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for a
period of 25 years (3 year warranty on foam) from date of delivery. Casters are
warranted for 3 years. Sauder Program Fabrics are warranted for 3 years.

Note

Fabrics shown in this literature were readily available at the time of
photography. However, Sauder Education cannot guarantee continuing
availability of any fabric or finish.
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